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GI Board Report 2007-2008
Who was on the Board:

- Philip Archer-Lock
- Rodney Bonnard
- Peter Copeman
- Lisa Gibson
- Justyn Harding
- Andrew Mitchell
- Alan Kaufman
- Julian Leigh
- Darren Michaels
- Kathryn Morgan
- Derek Newton
- Ian Reynolds
- John Ryan
- Stuart Shepley
- Laurence Townley
- Martin White
- Peter Stirling
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Who is on the PEC:
- Duncan Anderson
- Kate Angell
- Rodney Bonnard
- Liz Gibson
- Andrew Hitchcox
- Justyn Harding
- Allan Kaufman
- Julian Leigh
- Alex Marcuson
- Darren Michaels
- Armoghan Mohammed
- Kathryn Morgan
- Derek Newton
- Ian Reynolds
- John Ryan
- Stuart Shepley
- Laurence Trench
- Martin White
- Peter Stirling

PEC Responsibilities

- Provide CPD opportunities
- Stimulate member-led research
- Increase communication with members
- Liaise externally and respond to consultations
- Provide practitioner input to PREC, QEC, etc.
Activities in 2007/8

- Liaison with POB/BAS/Lloyd’s/FSA
- President attended CAS meeting
- Nominated honorary FIA
- ERM paper

Education, CPD and Research

- Development of new syllabus
- First pricing seminar
- GIRO

European etc

- Groupe Consultatif
- Solvency 2
- QIS 3 and 4
- Groups directive
- Proxy measures
- Internal models paper
Regulation

- Transfers of business – independent experts
- Actuaries code
- BAS conceptual framework
- Structure of BAS standards

Current Issues

- Newsletter
- Age discrimination
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